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From Anna SAM, on an original idea of Raoul CAUVIN 
Incredible result of an unexpected collaboration between a 
comics genius known for its hilarious graphic novels and an 
author specialized in documentary and sociology works, 
tainted of cynicism and sense of humor, this novel will bring the 
reader to the depths of their inner soul.

Back cover
Do you think you already have touched the ground ? You are wrong. 
You can fall much deeper. Way deeper.
 Richard had everything for himself: a successful job, a so-called golden 
life and a promising future ahead. But what he knew and was used to 
exploded suddenly in a blink of an eye. Ruin and decadence became 
his partners in crime. Penniless, he is at the edge of losing himself. When 
he's being approached by a mysterious man called Jeoffroy, rich 
taxidermist, who proposes to help him out, in a certainly radical 
manner, he has no other choice but to accept. Is this opportunity too 
good to be true? Nobody can really conclude an alliance with the devil 
without being hurt in return. Richard will learn this lesson the hard 
way.

Anna SAM
novelist

Fascinated by books and so-called geek, Anna Sam always keeps at hand a support (laptop, 
smartphone or notebook) to write on. She loves sketching attitudes, expressions and daily life scenes 
of people she meets. She used her ability to describe her routine in a few words or sentences and 
made a novel out of it ("Les tribulations d'une caissière", Éditions Stock, translated into 30 different 
countries) when she was working at the cash point desk of a famous French supermarkets franchise. 
She is currently working as a speaker for a local TV channel located in Rennes, French Britannia.

www.AnnaSamBook.com

Raoul CAUVIN
comics script

Well known in the Belgian and international comics scene, Raoul Cauvin is in the script business for 
decades and excels at creating funny comics. Bright example of success in the industry, he is the a 
strong pillar of Dupuis Publishing House with releases of hundreds of comics, amongst them Cedric, 
l'Agent 212, Les Tuniques Bleues, Les Femmes en Blanc or Sammy.

www.spirou.com/journal/cauvin
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